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From the

editor
Jason Kamery

t

he hospitality industry is continuing to grow around the world. according
to Str and tourism economics, the hotel industry alone is expected to
have about a two percent growth for 2017. as that industry continues to
become more competitive and needs to keep up with the demand, they need to be
renovated, rebranded or expanded.
For this issue of Contemporary Stone & Tile Design, we cover four different hotel
projects. Starting on page 18, we cover the renovation of the tallest hotel in europe,
the radisson Blu hotel in lyons, France. the project features the gate porcelain tile
collection by Ceramiche Caesar. on page 22, we feature the archer hotel, a boutique
hotel in an up-and-coming area of austin, tx. the hotel rooms have the unique
design of furnishing most of its surfaces with tile and very limited amounts of carpet.
Sometimes, it’s not the rooms that need updating, but maybe a pool or spa. the
Brown Beach house Croatia is a 25-room property that hired a designer to maintain
the feeling of the 1900s. the designer chose a black and white marble for the inside
of the outdoor pool; the story can be read on page 26. la Quinta inn & Suites is redesigning their hotel brand using neolith on its hotels around the U.S. to learn about
the custom color and the process, see the story on page 30.
hospitality design isn’t just for hotels, though. in oakland, Ca, a graphic printed tile
with a more modern design created an inspiring atmosphere at a newly opened coffee
shop. on page 14, you’ll find the story of this 900-square-foot upscale space.
CSTD also had the opportunity to sit down one-on-one with Warren Sheets, Ceo
of Warren Sheets Design, to discuss different trends he is seeing in the industry, some
projects he has worked on and some advice for anyone just getting into the business.
his interview begins on page 34.
the 35th edition of Cevisama returned to the Feria Valencia Convention and
exhibition Center in Valencia, Spain. our associate editor, heather Fiore, went to
Spain to see some of the new, innovative products and designs. a selection of them
can be seen on page 10.
Quartz’s popularity continues to grow and the choices of quartz products grow as
well. on page 40, we feature a roundup of just a few of the quartz products out there.
With the continued growth in hospitality industry, if you have a project you
worked on that you would like featured in CSTD, send us an email to let us know.
We love to hear about different, unique or interesting projects, even if you just want
to talk about them. Feel free to send any and all project ideas to my personal email,
kameryj@bnpmedia.com.
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With PERMACOLOR® Select ANYCOLOR™, we can match your
grout to over 6000 colors available in the Benjamin Moore®†
and Sherwin-Williams®† palettes.

Never needs sealing – equipped with
STONETECH® Sealer Technology
Q Also available in 80 stocked colors, including all 40
LATICRETE® colors and the top selling competitor colors
Q Vibrant consistent color
www.laticrete.com l 1.800.243.4788
Q

Warranty
EQUIPPED WITH

Watch a brief video
on PERMACOLOR Select!

STONETECH®
SEALER
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^

Equipped with

Anti-Microbial Technology

Globally Proven
Construction Solutions

*
See Data Sheet 230.99 for complete warranty information. ^When mixed with PERMACOLOR® Select Base.†Sherwin-Williams and Benjamin Moore have no involvement with this program.
A-8179-0317 ©2017 LATICRETE International, Inc. All trademarks shown are the intellectual properties of their respective owners.
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Products &Trends

Cevisama 2017
Product Showcase

T

he 35th edition of Cevisama returned to the Feria Valencia Convention and Exhibition Center in Valencia, Spain,
from February 20 to 24 this year. The International Ceramics Exhibition, which also features an array of bathroom and kitchen equipment, natural stone, raw materials and machinery, drew in more than 750 exhibitors.
Below is just a selection of some of the new, innovative products and
designs that this year’s show had to offer.

A
Antica Ceramica Rubiera introduces its new tile collection, Memento. A perfectly
executed travertine look, Memento offers tiles in six colors and four sizes,
ranging from 24 x 48 to 12 x 24 inches. The series is available in both polished
and unpolished finishes, making it applicable on walls and floors. There are also
plenty of mosaic accents to choose from.
www.anticaceramica.it

A
This was the foundation of Aparici’s new wall tile collection, Markham. Available in two finishes – satin and gloss – the tiles in Markham are offered in
a standard 45- x 120-cm format. Designed for those seeking to make each
room unique, contemporary and luxurious, the three existing textures will
suggest new perspectives by creating dynamic spaces that will manage to
make them open and inviting, no matter the size or layout.
www.aparici.com/en

B
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B

www.msistone.com

WHITE HOT

STYLE

By bringing the very best surfacing products to you, MSI
transforms dreams into realities with over 125 million sq. ft.
of flooring, countertop, wall tile, and hardscaping products.
OVER 20 STATE-OF-THE-ART DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

COVERINGS

SEE MORE MSI AT

Floor, Shower Wall: Pietra Calacatta 24x24 / Countertop: Arctic White Quartz

BOOTHS 3880 & 4080

Products &Trends

Smot is the new porcelain tile
collection from Dado Ceramica,
inspired by concrete and cement
elements. Offered in both light and
dark colors, with two decorative
options for walls, the collection is
available in seven sizes.
www.dadoceramica.it

C

E

D

F

Emilceramica presents a major
project, inspired by the elegance
and amazing versatility of Piasentina
stone, a secondary limestone generated by gravitational processes
triggered by the tectonic movements of the Earth’s crust. Piase is a
construction and covering collection
inspired by the architecture of
Italy’s Friuli and Giulia regions, with
coloring that varies depending on
the quarry location. The collection is
available in five standard sizes and
two brick options.
www.emilgroup.it/emilceramica

The new collection by Ergon, Tr3nd,
is a minimal series where the elegant look of concretes and natural
wood meet the shine and tactile
richness of majolica. Tr3nd is a very
versatile project with the potential
for extraordinary combinations
thanks to an assortment of eight
shades. Minimal, subtle patterns
in the wood and concrete looks
are coupled with the very distinct
structure of the majolicas. Specific
structures are used for each type in
the collection to give the product a
three-dimensional finish.
www.emilgroup.it/ergon

The new tile collection rom Gambini
Tile, Hemisphere, is inspired by the
cement and concrete looks dominating the industrial trend currently.
Offered in four different colors
— Platinum (white), Steel (gray),
Copper (red) and Iron (black) — the
collection is available in three standard sizes — 90 x 90, 60 x 60 and
30 x 60 cm. All sizes are rectified.
www.gambinitile.com/en

D

E

F

C
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Inspired by Japanese minimalism,
Gayafores presents Osaka, with soft
pure and minimal lines that enhance
the neutrality of cold tones, reducing them to the essential, stripping
away excess elements to achieve
a structural and functional purity.
Osaka is stoneware in three tones
— White, Grey and Charcoal — that
provides decoration with a rectilinear elemental geometric relief in the
shape of an anticline, which reminds
us of the structures of Japanese
houses. Synthesis, simplicity, order
and pure and neutral colors are the
main features of this product.
www.gayafores.es

In the aim of showing all the
aesthetic possibilities that a wall or
floor ceramic tile can offer, Natucer
presents a new line of ceramic
creation full of games, reliefs and
volumes. The double thickness
and the tri-dimensional effect are
present in many collections that are
becoming more and more popular
in our markets. The kingdom of
visual and tactile effect makes the
difference between Natucer tiles
and pressed flat tiles, especially
in its new Art collection. Ceramics
that evoke the movement of waves,
these drop-shaped ceramics with
different surfaces play with tridimensional effect.
www.natucer.es

Pamesa Cerámica and Agatha Ruiz
de la Prada celebrate a two-decade
working partnership with new
groundbreaking collections. Vía
Cuore and Vía Agatha merge the
charm and personality of hydraulics
with the joy and energy of Agatha’s
color palette. This ode to color and
geometric form in 22.3-x22.3-cm
porcelain pieces will transform and
enliven any setting. Agatha Coeur
and Mille Cuori capture Agatha’s
emblematic icons, transferring their
volume to wall tiles. In this profusion
of sensory expression through 25- x
25-cm hearts, ceramics embody
dynamism and cheer.
www.pamesa.com

Oak wood and its compact vein
patterns have supplied the basis
for a strikingly natural, beautiful
and varied collection. The different
ways in which oak can be finished
provide the inspiration for the
style of the Provoak collection by
Provenza. The distinctive finishes
of oak and the intrinsic nature
of ceramics not only deliver an
outstandingly natural-looking
product but also assure exceptional
hardness and stability, for an even
more durable material, ideal for any
location. The collection is available
in four sizes, and is resistant to
weather and atmospheric agents.
www.emilgroup.it/provenza-en

G

H

I

J
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Keeping it
contemporary
Graphic printed tiles and a more modern
design create an inspiring atmosphere at a
newly opened coffee shop in Oakland, CA
BY HEATHER FIORE

Black and white patterned 8-x 8-inch tiles from Granada Tile’s Echo
collection in the deco, Cluny, are the focal point of a newly established
coffee shop in Oakland, CA. The cement tiles incorporate a black and
white handmade pattern that invites visitors in.
Photos
courtesy of Misha
Bruk
14 CONTEMPORARY
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The graphically pleasing tiles
are complemented by darker,
slate-colored tiles on the upper
level from Crossville, Inc.

m

any new restaurants,
coffee shops and cafes are popping up in
larger cities around the
country almost every
week. in one of the largest cities in the san
Francisco Bay area, a 900-square-foot upscale coffee shop, known as modern Coffee,
recently established another location, which
stands out with its decorative graphic tiles.
“this is the owners’ second location
[in oakland]. it was a renovation of a retail space within a historic building,” said
Brooke taylor, director of interiors at arcsine in oakland, Ca. “the clients were
very involved and actually had in mind
from the beginning to incorporate a decorative tile. the overall design intent was to
feel modern, considering the name of the
coffee shop, but also to be as warm and welcoming, as the two owners are.”
When you enter the cafe, your eyes are
immediately drawn to the floors, which feature black and white patterned 8-x 8-inch
tiles from granada tile’s echo collection in
the deco, Cluny. the cement tiles incorporate a black and white handmade pattern
that invites visitors in.
Further into the restaurant is a trio of
steps that lead you to the second floor,
which includes an ordering area, pick-up

counter and additional seating. the space
on the second floor is distinctly identified
with its floor tile transition. larger, dark
gray tiles from Crossville, inc. were used on
the floors, which provide a stark contrast to
the graphic tiles on the floor below.

on the feature wall behind the counter is
the cafe’s brightest element — a white glossy
wall constructed of rectangular subway tiles
from Dal-tile, with “coffee” inscribed on top
in bright red lettering — which provides a
nice complement to the darker floors. “the

spring 2017 // Contemporary stone & tile Design 15

A white glossy wall constructed of rectangular subway tiles
from Dal-Tile, with “coffee” inscribed on top in bright red
lettering, adds a touch of brightness to the space.
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The 900-square-foot space, known as
Modern Coffee, is the second location
of its kind. “It is a beloved neighborhood
spot,” said Brooke Taylor, director of
interiors at Arcsine in Oakland, CA.

clients’ first location had established a charcoal and white palette with pops of red, so
we knew we would build on that,” explained
taylor. “the millwork and ribbon-like wood
and metal counter and drink ledges were
very modern in nature, so the decorative tile
provided a great counterpoint to soften the
space. the simple black and white colors
of the tile allowed the traditional motif to
feel contemporary. the other tile selections
followed from the decorative tile to complement it without competing.”
to complete the new location for modern
Coffee, around 920 square feet of tile was
used, the majority of which was allotted for
the second floor’s flooring. it took around
three months to finish, and thus far, the response has been overwhelming. “the space
gets instagrammed frequently, especially the
decorative tile,” said taylor. “it is a beloved
neighborhood spot.” cstd

Modern Coffee
Oakland, CA
Designer: Arcsine, Oakland, CA
Tile suppliers: Granada Tile, Los
Angeles, CA (Echo collection in Cluny
deco); Crossville, Inc., Crossville, TN
(dark gray floor tile); Dal-Tile, Dallas,
TX (white subway wall tile)
insTaller: Bali Construction, Walnut
Creek, CA
spring 2017 // Contemporary stone & tile Design 17

Hospitality

Concrete
aesthetic
portrays
sophisticated
hotel style
The Gate porcelain tile collection by
Ceramiche Caesar provided the durability
needed in the busy environment of the
Radisson Blu Hotel in Lyons, France,
as well as adding a hint of elegance
BY JENNIFER RICHINELLI

A recent renovation of the Radisson Blu
Hotel, which is part of the Tour Part-Dieu
building near the historical center of the city
of Lyons, France, included tiling the floor of
the reception area and bathrooms with the
Gate collection by Ceramiche Caesar.

C

haracterized by an extremely original and
contemporary design, The Tour Part-Dieu
— fondly named “the pencil” due to its cylindrical shape and pyramid top — stands
out majestically above the rooftops of Lyons,
France, near the financial district, a stone’s throw away from
the historical city center. It houses offices and commercial ac-
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tivities, and the top seven floors are occupied by the Radisson
Blu Hotel, a guarantee of excellence and well-being in the hospitality sector. Refurbished in 2016, this is the tallest hotel in
Europe. It features 245 deluxe bedrooms and 11 meeting rooms
— all showcasing a breathtaking view over the city.
Within the policy of granting innovation and a high
standard of quality, Italian tile manufacturer Ceramiche

Varying tile sizes, including 60 x 120, 15 x 75 and 60 x 60 cm, created an expansive floor design.

The concrete aesthetic of the floor tiles fits well with the image of the high-

The slip-resistant finish on the porcelain tile guarantees a safe atmosphere in

end hotel.

heavily trafficked areas, such as the public restroom.
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The porcelain floor tile achieved a chic contemporary hospitality design, which is welcoming to guests.

Caesar was chosen as partner for the supply of flooring materials in some areas of
the hotel. this was a conscious choice,
motivated by great technical and aesthetic value of the “made in italy” porcelain
products of Caesar.
in particular, elegance and character
are realized with gate, the concrete effect
series employed for the hotel’s reception
area and bathrooms. in its neutral tone,
the collection contributes a unique touch

to the hotel atmosphere thanks to its rich
texture. By combining an assortment of
sizes — from large-format 60 -x 120-cm to
smaller 15- x 75-cm pieces, with the addition of 60- x 60-cm square tiles — the reception area becomes dynamic in a totally
original manner so that the spaces appear
larger and more voluminous.
the designer’s choice to use the gate collection can be attributed to his intention to
keep faith to a modern and forward-looking

project. the porcelain tile guarantees safety
with its slip-resistant surface, as well as longlasting quality and durability to continuous
strains due to the high percentage of people
stepping on the floor.
installation of the porcelain floor tile
throughout the radisson Blu Hotel was
completed in 25 days. the staff was so struck
that it is considering specifying gate as one
of its reference products for the radisson Blu
Hotel chain’s image relaunch. cstd
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The boutique hotel features Crossville’s
Reclamation porcelain tile collection on most
surfaces, including the guest rooms, baths,
elevator halls and on the building´s exterior.

Designing a boutique hotel
in an up-and-coming area
The new Archer Hotel, a trendy luxury establishment located in Austin, TX,
features a floor with little carpet and mostly tile
BY JASON KAMERY

T

he Domain, a high-density business, retail
and residential center is located in the hightech corridor of Northwest Austin, TX. In
that area is the up-and-coming Rock Rose
section that is becoming one of Austin’s
newest hotspots. Sitting within the Rock Rose district is the
Archer Hotel, which packs a significant amount of upscale
style into its eight-story, 171-guest room building. At the cen-
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ter of the boutique hotel’s design is Crossville’s Reclamation
porcelain tile collection — furnishing most surfaces, including those in the guest rooms, baths and elevator halls, as
well as on the building’s exterior. The collection was chosen
because the tiles answered aesthetic and performance challenges that are common in the hospitality sector.
One of the challenges in designing the Archer Hotel was
to find alternatives to carpet in the guest rooms. In large

Located within the Rock Rose district is the
Archer Hotel that packs a lot of upscale style
into its eight-story, 171-guest room building.
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The use of porcelain tile offers a host of
practical benefits with regard to ease of
maintenance, simplicity of cleaning and
product lifecycle.

24 Contemporary Stone & tile DeSign // Spring 2017

“We have been trying to reduce the amount of carpet that we use; the tile gave us a very good alternative,” said Linda Ehlen of LK Architecture.

hotel brands, luxury vinyl tile has been the
most utilized alternative, but linda ehlen
and the rest of the team at lK architecture
wanted to go with something different. “We
have been trying to reduce the amount of
carpet that we use; the tile gave us a very
good alternative,” said ehlen. “We wanted
a porcelain tile that was durable and easily
cleanable, yet gave the visual impression of
the warmth of wood.” For the project, a total
of 25,000 square feet of reclamation porcelain tile was used — 19,000 square feet of
it was in 12- x 24-inch format, 3,500 square
feet in 6- x 24-inch pieces and 2,200 square
feet in custom 3- x 3-inch mosaics.
While the design team configured the
guest room flooring with carpet installed directly under and extending about 12 inches
around the beds, beyond that the rest of the
flooring in the space comprises tile. to ensure that the mix of flooring material would
not pose a tripping hazard at transition
zones — a serious concern in public spaces
— ehlen paid careful attention to the material heights. “We knew what the height of

the carpet and pad should be based on the
porcelain tile specs,” said ehlen. “then we
added in a schluter transition strip to help
make the transition between the two materials smoother.”
the use of porcelain tile offers a host
of practical benefits with regard to ease of
maintenance, simplicity of cleaning and
product lifecycle. if wine was to be spilled on
the carpet, it would mean a longer process
of cleaning with machines and chemicals,
with the possibility of the carpet needing to
be replaced. in contrast, clean up of a wine
spill on porcelain tile requires only a rag or
mop to return the floor to its original quality. porcelain tile can also be dusted or swept
with great speed and minimal machinery,
meaning that the archer’s rooms are easily cleaned and refreshed, a timesaver for
housekeeping staff. this enables the archer
to make more efficient use of its cleaning
resources, as well as offer greater flexibility
with regard to guest check-in.
in addition to the use of the reclamation tile in the guest rooms, Crossville’s

large-format laminam porcelain tile panels
were specified to skin the walls of the hightraffic elevator hall areas, locations that
see significant abuse due to both luggage
and cleaning carts. While hotel hallways
typically protect the bottom inches of the
wall with a wall base, laminam’s oversizedformat allows for expansive coverage, giving the walls more defense and ensuring
that the interior of the archer will remain
beautiful for longer.
For the outside of the hotel, the architecture and design team also turned to Crossville products. a custom color was selected
in a popular wood-look aesthetic. the tile is
enhanced with the proprietary Cross-sheen
technology, an invisible, integrated finish,
which makes the facade resistant to scuffs
and stains, as well as graffiti. cstd

The Archer Hotel
Austin, TX
Architect: LK Architecture, Wichita, KS
tile Supplier: Crossville, Crossville, TN
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A modern
twist on history
While trying to maintain a feeling of the early 20th century, the architect of a deluxe
Croatian resort chose black and white marble for the inside of the outdoor pool
BY JASON KAMERY

The renovation of the Brown Beach House Croatia, which sits along the Adriatic Coastline in Trogir, Croatia, included a makeover of its outdoor pool area.

T

he Brown Beach House Croatia is a 25-room and suite
property — fusing Mediterranean-inspired design and
resort aesthetic with a luxurious full-service spa — along the Adriatic
Coastline in Trogir, Croatia. Trogir, considered a popular yachting destination and ancient harbor town, is also deemed a UNESCO World Heritage site. Being just five
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kilometers from the Split airport, the Brown
Beach House Croatia has a convenient location within the city. The property sits within
a meticulously restored edifice built in the
early 20th century that once housed Dunhanka, a landmark tobacco storage facility.
Amsterdam-based designer Saar Zafrir’s overall goal was to maintain the feeling of the era
in which the building was originally built in
1900, but to design it with a modern flare.

The poolside area of the resort, as well
as the lining of the pool, was constructed
with black and white marble, inspired by
the grandeur of the Roman Empire that
held control of Trogir throughout the 17th
and 18th centuries. “The client was initially
afraid that the marble would damage after a
period of time, but I worked with the marble
company to find the exact fit that would sustain wear and tear,” said Zafrir. “The build-

ing was originally built in the year 1911,
so the marble feels authentic to that time
period and makes it appear as though the
swimming pool was built with the building.”
Ultimately, Biancona and Nero Marquina marble — supplied from a local supplier,
Petro-Camen — were chosen for the project. Overall, a total of 300 square meters of
stone was used for the 7- x 22-meter pool.
Each piece was 30 -x 30 cm. “The Biancona

has the same color as the building,” said Zafrir. “It is a cream color that adds continuation and a mirror effect.”
According to the architect, the installation of the marble was similar to the installations of ceramic tiling. The pool had
to be as level as possible and a waterproof
mortar was used. “The regulation for the
swimming pool area demanded anti-slip
flooring, which made it very difficult to

find a stone that would be suitable,” said
Zafrir. “After much research, I found a
company in The Netherlands that makes
coating for the floor, providing an anti-slip
protection. The anti-slip treatment to the
stone took just 48 hours.”
Today, the restored property reincarnated
as the Brown Beach House Croatia features
stylish rooms comprised of one- and twobedroom suites with custom furnishings and
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For the poolside space of the resort, as well as the lining of the pool, Biancona and Nero Marquina marble were selected — inspired by the grandeur of the Roman
Empire that held control of Trogir throughout the 17th and 18th centuries.

an exterior/interior design concept. Zafrir’s
conscious approach to aesthetics combines
a calming natural color pallets and wooden
tones, classic-yet-contemporary furniture and
vintage pieces surrounded by local flora,
which when combined, create a cohesive,
timeless look and home-like feel. after six
months, the renovation was complete and
the resort presented a refreshed atmosphere
for its guests. cstd

Brown Beach House Croatia
Trogir, Croatia
Designer: Saar Zafrir, Amersterdam,
The Netherlands
stone supplier: Petro-Camen,
Kaštel Sucurac, Croatia
Overall, 300 square meters of stone was used for the 7- x 22-meter pool.
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Texas-based hotel company La Quinta Inn & Suites held a design competition
with the intention of defining the hotel chain’s appearance and layout.

Redesigning
a hotel brand
La Quinta Inn & Suites used a custom-made color of Neolith sintered
surfacing for its new image evident in its hotels around the U.S.
BY JASON KAMERY

T

exas-based hotel company La Quinta Inn
& Suites held a design competition to help
define the hotel’s appearance and layout.
Following the competition, the company enlisted 5G Studio to design the new prototype
called Del Sol. The completed plans called for bold exterior
colors, shapes and textures that were unique and distinctive
to La Quinta. Once the plans were set in motion, Mayse &
Associates, a Texas-based architectural firm, was instrumental in selecting the material that would bring La Quinta’s
and 5G Studio’s vision to life.
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“La Quinta wanted the new prototype design to compete
with other brands that catered to contemporary aesthetics and newer generations,” said Roger Sotelo, architect for
Mayse & Associates. “With three Del Sols operating, 18
under construction and an additional 62 in development,
we ran into the challenge of which material to use to address regional variances, while still catering to La Quinta’s
and 5G Studio’s vision.”
The firm was hired to first work on the La Quinta
located in College Station, TX. After a lengthy process, Mayse & Associates settled on porcelain tile, but

“La Quinta wanted the new prototype design to compete with other
brands that catered to contemporary aesthetics and newer generations,”
said Roger Sotelo, architect for Mayse & Associates in Dallas, TX.
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The project used 15,000 square feet of
Neolith sintered surfacing for the exterior
cladding, all custom sized and specific to
the La Quinta Del Sol Hotels.
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Iron Corten, a part of Neolith’s Iron collection with a satin finish, was the inspiration for the custom color for the exterior with its natural metal tones and textures that
deliver a unique look.

soon learned the porcelain was unable
to produce the color needed. soon after, Holland marble, located in Carrollton, tX, presented neolith, a sintered
stone, as an alternative. “neolith and
the team addressed our concerns from a
whole project perspective; both neolith
and Holland marble were exceptional in
their collaboration and execution of la
Quinta’s desired design concept,” said
sotelo. “neolith was willing to work with
la Quinta to achieve the custom color iterations they wanted for their prototype
design. they were head and shoulders
above the competition in their bids for
the prototype material via their willingness to entertain the long and arduous
process of creating custom colors.”

iron Corten, a part of neolith’s iron collection with a satin finish, was the inspiration for the custom color for the exterior
with its natural metal tones and textures
that deliver a unique look. “they requested
four different custom shades, specific to
the la Quinta Del sol design,” said Zuzana Holland, commercial sales manager
for Holland marble imports. “the original
design used different shades of terra cotta
color.” the neolith slabs measure 6-mmthick. in order to install the large panels
that were used for this project, a thin-set
mortar was applied. the advantages of a
thin-set application is that it may be used
in areas where there are high amounts of
moisture present and although thin-set is
not waterproof, it isn’t water soluble. thin-

set is also inorganic and because of that
will not be a source for mold growth.
in total, 15,000 square feet of neolith
material was supplied for the exterior
cladding, all custom-sized and specific to
the la Quinta Del sol Hotels. since then,
the response of the installation has been
very positive and inspired many inquiries
from other hotel chains, medical buildings and other exterior claddings. cstd

La Quinta Inn & Suites
College Station, TX
Architect: Mayse & Associates, Dallas, TX
Designer: 5G Studio
stone supplier: Holland Marble,
Carrollton, TX
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one-on-one
with

Warren Sheets
Warren Sheets, CEO of Warren Sheets
Design, with over 20 years of interior design
experience, sat down with CSTD magazine
to answer some questions about how he got
into the design business
by Jason Kamery

W

arren sheets, Ceo of Warren Sheets
Design (WSD), located in San Francisco, Ca, established his company
in 1992. He works on projects as large
as the Fairmont grand del mar in
San Diego and as small as private residences. CSTD magazine had the opportunity to talk to Warren about how he got
started in the business, projects he has worked on and trends
he currently sees in the industry.
How did you first develop an interest in interior
Designer?
WS: i was in theatre arts and direction at UCla when
i became aware of staging as a way of establishing one’s
environment, of creating a mood, or elevating beauty and
experience. and in a lot of ways that still informs how i
approach space as an extension of who we are. eventually
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i worked for a design studio where i was inspired to really
explore interior design as my creative expression. i went on
to earn an associate degree in interior Design at “FiDm”.
What were some of your first design experiences as
a professional or as a student?
WS: i was still working at that design studio and one of
our clients had always trusted and appreciated my aesthetic.
She asked me to help design her home. it was a life-changing
experience that taught me several practical lessons in how to
translate artistic vision into reality, how to understand what
your clients want and how to really push your imagination
to come up with creative solutions to challenges that you
encounter in any given project.
What were some of the lessons you learned with
your first design experience with how to understand

“Among our many projects where stone
and tile have played important roles was
Fairmont Grand del Mar in San Diego.”

what your client wants and how to
translate artistic vision into reality?
Are these things you are still learning
about as you go along?
WS: it’s really about stepping away from
your own preconceived notions and seeing
the space from the client’s point of view.
this is why we always collaborate closely
with our clients. and you always learn
something new as you go along. But you
don’t want to simply follow everything to
the letter because that’s not exactly what
they’re looking for either. the client is
counting on you as a designer to translate
their vision. What you do is capture the essence of what they’re looking for and interpret that with your own artistry and skill.
How often does your company use
stone in its designs?
WS: i really enjoy working with natural
materials so i use stone all the time. aside
from its durability, varieties of stone lend
themselves to countless uses in design from
serving as interesting details to being a vital
focal point.
How would you describe your company’s design philosophy?
WS: WsD is well versed in every kind
of design work from ground-up projects to
renovations and restorations. But we are
mostly recognized for our work with affluent residential and hospitality properties.
We earned our reputation from a design
philosophy that is rooted in an understanding of true luxury. and by that, i don’t mean

“We have an extensive roster of sources, manufacturers, artisans and craftsmen around the world who
provide us with a wealth of choices.”
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“We had created the patio as an outdoor living space where they could sit back and relax any time they wanted, where they could read, play cards, enjoy cocktails,
entertain, dine mid-day or in the evenings, or simply gaze up at the stars.”

extravagance, rather a way of providing our
clients with a sense that they are being pampered in their own home, that we cater to
the very aspects of their lifestyle that are
truly important to them.
What’s a project that you have done
with stone and/or tile that you’re
proud of?
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WS: among our many projects where
stone and tile have played important roles
was Fairmont grand del mar in San Diego.
For this five-star luxury hotel we incorporated a vast amount of stone and tile. For
the lobby, we custom designed a checker
board-patterned floor using three different
kinds of marble and bordered by mosaic
tiles. at the center is a water jet intarsia

medallion. We supported the space with
massive columns and plinths of multi-colored marble, quarried from italy and handcarved by a family of italian artisans whose
craft has been passed on from generation
to generation. We also designed elaborate
details of stone casings and arches.
another project worth mentioning is
a residence in which the swimming pool

was designed specifically not as a separate
area but as an aesthetically organic part
of the entire look. We had created the patio as an outdoor living space where they
could sit back and relax any time they
wanted, where they could read, play cards,
enjoy cocktails, entertain, dine mid-day
or in the evenings, or simply gaze up at
the stars. the space was designed with

the rich colors one finds in the mediterranean, and touches evocative of French,
spanish and moorish influences. the
swimming pool served as our pièce de
résistance, a spectacular statement of
mediterranean splendor. the central,
originally-designed medallion at the bottom of the pool is clearly visible through
the water even under different lights and

is inlaid with italian hand-made glass mosaic tiles by Bisazza.
How do you go about choosing stone
for a project?
WS: We have an extensive roster of
sources, manufacturers, artisans and craftsmen around the world who provide us with
a wealth of choices. it really depends on
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“Technology and materials will always
lead the short-term trends. What’s
available now – such as 3D printing –
in advances in manufacturing is really
driving a lot of innovation. More long
term, we’re seeing how people are
finding it less appealing to have an
entire space let alone an entire home
with a strict period in mind.”

cently and moving toward the future?
WS: technology and materials will always lead the short-term trends. What’s
available now — such as 3D printing — in
advances in manufacturing is really driving a lot of innovation. more long term,
we’re seeing how people are finding it
less appealing to have an entire space let
alone an entire home with a strict period
in mind. While it’s great to have a period
as your starting off point, you don’t have to
adhere to it exclusively. it’s more aesthetically intriguing to create a look that cohesively mixes of elements from the past and
the future.
What advice would you offer to a
young designer?
WS: i would advise them to really learn
the different crafts in the industry and understand the properties of the material they
work with because interior design involves
both conceiving the artistic look and making it work in real space. this entails a need
for practical knowledge in how to use those
materials properly and in the right situations.
the project’s requirements. in one of our
many current projects — Fairmont austin
hotel, which opens next year — we work
with over 50,000 stone materials meticulously selected for the property from an extensive search through 450 varieties from
60 quarries around the world. my final
selections of cubic stones were carved by
athena, the highly respected fourth generation artisans in stone masonry, in Ve-
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rona and consequently shipped to austin.
We will also be showcasing a breathtaking
24-foot-high bookmatch italian marble
art piece, complemented by several threedimensional life-sized sculptures of diverse
people placed facing it.
With your twenty years of experience, what are some trends you see
happening in the design industry re-

Even after twenty years of experience
have there been challenges that still
come up in projects? Or are you pretty
much prepared for everything now?
WS: there will always be fresh challenges in each project. a good designer knows
how to look at a space and determine practical solutions while delivering an aesthetically pleasing design. cstd

Inspire to Design
2017 New Collection - 5143 White Attica

Lifetime Warranty
View complete collection at

www.caesarstoneus.com
17CA113-14-136062-1

Quartz
round up
Caesarstone
White AtticA by
cAesArstone
Caesarstone’s new 2017
colors take a fresh approach to surfacing, creating interiors that are anything but ordinary. White
Attica blends strength with
beauty, tradition with style.
Inspired by classic natural
marble of architecture from
the ancient world, White
Attica is an alluring combination of dense, dark and mild gray veins that
ebb and flow across a clean, flawless white base.
Caesarstone’s designs capture the aesthetic consumers desire with
the durability they need. Heat-, Stain-, and scratch-resistant, White
Attica and other Caesarstone surfaces are ideal for high traffic areas,
stunning commercial spaces, and the busiest of families.
www.caesarstoneus.com

daltile
one QuArtz surfAces®
As an industry leader in tile and natural
stone, Daltile’s name has been synonymous with quality products and outstanding service. Its products are distributed
through over 250 company-owned sales
service centers, stone centers and showrooms that service a robust network of
trade customers.
Daltile is the natural choice for natural
stone products. A prime example is Daltile’s
ONE Quartz Surfaces® Collection, where
we’ve brought together the beauty of quartz
and modern technology to create new and
exciting possibilities. The low maintenance
and durability of ONE Quartz Surfaces®
countertops make it perfect for any application, commercial or residential.
www.daltile.com

polarstone

quantra

Polarstone quartz flawlessly captures the enduring spirit of white
Italian marble, with lifelike translucency and compelling three-dimensional marble veins. Incorporate Polarstone quartz in your design to
assure uncompromising marble aesthetics and surface performance.
www.polarstoneus.com

himAlAyA - 5000 by QuAntrA
Inspired by the impressive sight of glaciers moving, Himalaya –
5000 is tribute to the glaciers in the Himalayas. The balanced blend
of pure white and cool grey complement cool modern kitchen countertops and interiors. This superior engineered quartz surface is the latest
edition to over 65+ designs offered by Quantra.
www.quantra.in
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hanstone quartz

vadra quartz

HanStone Quartz is easy to maintain,
eco-friendly, stain-resistant, durable, nonporous and heat-resistant.
• Strato: A contemporary classic. Crisp
white marbling with feathery contrasting amber and gold veining, Strato
brings to life soft movement with a
glossy sheen.
• Brava Marfil: Brava Marfil’s warm taupe
background and rich brown marbling
create an understated decadence
that’s timeless and distinctive
• Artisan Grey: A fresh take on a classic
neutral shade. Artisan Grey’s multifaceted beige and charcoal hues
peacefully combine to evoke a metropolitan feel that’s organic, yet modern.
www.hanstone-quartz.com

Petra Grigio, Milan Collection – 63 x 120 inches, Available Nationwide.
Vadara represents the finest quartz surfaces combining beauty,
function, innovation and value. Developed and manufactured to the
highest global standard, Vadara is quartz designed for modern living —
a popular choice for its quality that offers peace of mind.
www.vadaraquartz.com

vicostone

spectruM quartz

Introducing the Vein Cut Collection. Inspired by the elegance of
natural stone with a vein cut that visually resembles wood grain, this
collection offers you a stunning quartz surface with wood grain variation. These beautiful new colors offer a rich sophisticated new look
with the resiliency of engineered quartz.
www.vicostoneus.com

A soft white veining serpentines a host of dove and flannel greys
creating a Quartzite aesthetic that is profoundly universal. Architects,
as well as Interior and Kitchen and Bath designers can affordably use
this high end, gorgeous aesthetic as their focal point or equally, an exotic complement the décor. Spectrum Quartz has over 40 unique and
cutting edge colors – are forever changing the aesthetic landscape of
Quartz Surfacing.
www.spectrumquartz.com

Msi

caMbria brittanicca

The new collection by Q
from MSI is flush with fresh,
white and fabulous styles—
from barely-there veining with
subtle tones to dynamic striations with lots of movement.
Calacatta Verona is among
the newest and most popular
white marble look-alikes to join
the Q lineup. Offering the very
on-trend look of Italian white
marble, this stunner is already
earning kudos from designers.
Scratch-, heat- and stain-resistant, Calacatta Verona is a top choice for
kitchen and bath countertops.
Q is low maintenance, and nearly indestructible, and it’s backed by
MSI’s best in class supply chain, a lifetime residential warranty, and
competitive pricing.
www.qfrommsi.com

Cambria Brittanicca is
bold and dramatic, with
sweeping marble-like movement and large-scale veining.
Brittanicca offers the beauty
and timeless sophistication
of marble without worry. Traditional marble is a soft stone
which is easy to scratch and
stain. Cambria’s Brittanicca
design in the Marble Collection marries the look of marble with the low-maintenance
convenience and superior
performance of natural quartz. Different than other quartz producers,
Cambria's proprietary process infuses veining throughout the thickness of the entire slab. The resulting color, depth, and natural variation
make Cambria Brittanicca the focal point in any space.
www.cambriausa.com
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WE GUARANTEE IT TO BE
STAIN PROOF AND COLOR PERFECT.*

Typical Cementitious Grout

Fusion Pro®
Single Component® Grout

Accept no substitute.
Choose the original, patented and
field proven single component® grout.

¡ Never Needs Sealing
¡ Easy to Spread and Clean
¡ Ultimate Color Consistency

Available at The Home Depot
and tile distributors nationwide.

DOWNLOAD CUSTOM’S MOBILE APP

Ask for Fusion Pro where you buy grout.
CustomBuildingProducts.com
800-272-8786

*Fusion Pro will not effloresce, mottle, fade or color shade within the grout joint when installed per manufacturer’s directions. Cured Fusion Pro will not
stain when exposed to most common, non-corrosive household goods and cleaning agents. All spills should be immediately cleaned from the grout.

®

VISIT MEDITERRANEA AT:

BOOTH 3300

¨

